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Changes in sarcomere lengths of the human vastus lateralis muscle
with knee flexion measured using in vivo microendoscopy
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Sarcomeres are the basic contractile units of muscle, and their lengths influence muscle force-generating
capacity. Despite their importance, in vivo sarcomere lengths remain unknown for many human muscles.
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a b s t r a c t

Second harmonic generation (SHG) microendoscopy is a minimally invasive technique for imaging sar-
comeres in vivo and measuring their lengths. In this study, we used SHG microendoscopy to visualize
sarcomeres of the human vastus lateralis, a large knee extensor muscle important for mobility, to
examine how sarcomere lengths change with knee flexion and thus affect the muscle's force-generating
capacity. We acquired in vivo sarcomere images of several muscle fibers of the resting vastus lateralis in
six healthy individuals. Mean sarcomere lengths increased (p¼0.031) from 2.8470.16 μm at 50° of knee
flexion to 3.1770.13 μm at 110° of knee flexion. The standard deviation of sarcomere lengths among
different fibers within a muscle was 0.2170.09 μm. Our results suggest that the sarcomeres of the
resting vastus lateralis at 50° of knee flexion are near optimal length. At a knee flexion angle of 110° the
resting sarcomeres of vastus lateralis are longer than optimal length. These results show a smaller sar-
comere length change and greater conservation of force-generating capacity with knee flexion than
estimated in previous studies.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The force generated by a skeletal muscle is influenced by the
length of its sarcomeres according to the sliding filament theory
(Gordon et al., 1966). A muscle spanning a joint assumes different
lengths as the joint is flexed and extended. As the muscle changes
length its sarcomeres also change length, altering the muscle's
force-generating capacity. Thus, muscle force-generating capacity
(i.e., the maximum isometric force a muscle can generate) can be
greatly affected by joint angle.

The forces generated by the vastus lateralis muscle, the largest
knee extensor (Ward et al., 2009a), play an important role in
supporting body weight during walking (Liu et al., 2006) and
running (Hamner et al., 2010), and enabling activities such as
climbing stairs (Andriacchi et al., 1980), rising from a chair
(Hughes et al., 1996), and jumping (Pandy and Zajac, 1991). Several
studies have estimated how the force-generating capacity of the
318 Campus Drive, Stanford
vastus lateralis changes with knee flexion using dynamometry
experiments (Ichinose et al., 1997) and musculoskeletal models
(Arnold et al., 2010; Cutts, 1988; Herzog et al., 1990). By measuring
knee extension moment and estimating parameters including the
knee extensor moment arm and relative muscle cross sectional
areas, Ichinose et al. (1997) estimated the force of the vastus
lateralis at different knee flexion angles. Other studies estimated
the force-generating capacity using musculoskeletal models based
on muscle architecture and sarcomere lengths measured in cada-
vers (Arnold et al., 2010; Cutts, 1988; Herzog et al., 1990). Sarco-
mere lengths are generally measured in only one fixed body
position in cadavers, and they may differ from in vivo sarcomere
lengths due to rigor mortis and fixation effects (Huang et al., 2011).

Direct measurement of sarcomere lengths at different joint
angles provides insight into how sarcomere lengths vary with
body posture and influence muscle force-generating capacity.
Laser diffraction is a useful technique (Lieber et al., 1994) for in vivo
measurement of sarcomere lengths, but it requires surgical access
to the muscle and only provides an average across multiple fibers.
Boakes et al. (2007) used intraoperative laser diffraction to mea-
sure vastus lateralis sarcomere lengths in one subject undergoing a
femoral lengthening. This study provided valuable data, but the
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sarcomere lengths of the vastus lateralis at multiple knee angles in
healthy individuals remain unknown. Furthermore, variation of
sarcomere lengths of different fibers within the same muscle is
unstudied, leading researchers to assume all sarcomeres are the
same length in computational musculoskeletal models. Previous
investigations have revealed inhomogeneity in serial sarcomere
lengths within human muscle fibers (Cromie et al., 2013;
Gollapudi and Lin, 2009), but studying the variance in mean sar-
comere lengths among neighboring fibers in live humans has not
previously been possible.

Second harmonic generation (SHG) microendoscopy is a tech-
nique that can directly image sarcomeres in vivo (Llewellyn et al.,
2008). Sarcomere visualization from muscle fibers is possible due
to an intrinsic second harmonic signal that arises from the inter-
action of pulsed laser light with myosin filaments (Plotnikov et al.,
2006). The technique has been used to measure sarcomere lengths
in the forearm muscles of humans with a large, tabletop system
(Cromie et al., 2013; Llewellyn et al., 2008). With the recent advent
of miniaturized SHG microendoscopy (Sanchez et al., 2015), it is
now possible to image sarcomeres in previously inaccessible lower
extremity muscles.

Our long-term goal is to understand how changes in sarcomere
length with knee flexion affect the force-generating capacity of the
vastus lateralis. In this study, we used SHG microendoscopy to
measure: (1) the lengths of the sarcomeres in the vastus lateralis
at different knee flexion angles, and (2) the variation in sarcomere
lengths among fibers within the vastus lateralis. These direct
measurements reveal the joint angle at which sarcomeres reach
their optimal length and demonstrate the changes in sarcomere
lengths with knee flexion.
2. Methods

2.1. Sarcomere imaging system

We acquired images in humans with a custom-built fiber-coupled micro-
endoscopy system recently introduced by Sanchez et al. (2015) and illustrated in
Fig. 1. A high-power femtosecond fiber laser provided ultrashort pulses (200 fs) of
excitation light at a 1030 nm wavelength. A second harmonic generation signal
arises from laser interaction with myosin containing bands (Plotnikov et al., 2006).
A dual axis MEMS mirror (Mirrorcle Technologies; Richmond, CA) directed the laser
scan pattern for an acquisition time of 0.47 s per 512�512 pixel image. The SHG
signal collected from the muscle was returned through the probe to a collection
fiber connected to a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu; Hamamatsu City, Japan).
The microendoscope had an optical resolution of 1.47 μm within the plane of the
image and a field of view of 78�78 μm.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for imaging sarcomeres in the vastus lateralis muscle. (a) A se
sarcomeres with the knee at 50° and 110° of flexion. (b) Excitation laser light was deliv
endoscope probe, and out the side of the tip of the probe into the muscle with an imag
mirror into a fiber connected to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A depth adjuster allowe
The microendoscope probe consisted of a 500 μm diameter Gradient Refractive
Index (GRIN) objective and relay in series with a prism to direct the laser beam out
the side of the probe (Grintech; Jena, Germany). The GRIN assembly was secured in
a 15 mm long 20-gauge stainless steel tube with a tri-faceted tip that enabled
delivery of the probe into the muscle.

2.2. Human subject image collection

Six unimpaired adults (2 men, 4 women) with no history of injury or neuro-
muscular disease participated in this study. Subjects were aged 3076 years, with
average height of 168711 cm and average mass of 61712 kg. The Stanford Uni-
versity Institutional Review Board approved the experimental protocol, and all
subjects gave informed consent.

Participants rested comfortably with the microendoscope probe inserted to the
left vastus lateralis. We defined the knee angle, measured using a handheld goni-
ometer, as the angle between the line extending from the greater trochanter of the
femur to the lateral epicondyle of the femur and the line from the lateral epi-
condyle of the femur to lateral malleolus of the tibia. Full knee extension was
defined as 0° (Fig. 1a). We used custom-made braces to secure the subjects' limbs at
50° and 110° of knee flexion. Using ultrasound guidance, we determined the muscle
location and fiber orientation. We inserted a sterilized microendoscope probe
approximately one third of the distance from the greater trochanter to the lateral
epicondyle, lateral to the rectus femoris, such that the imaging window of the
probe prism ran parallel to the muscle fibers. The microendoscope was attached to
a translating depth adjuster that allows controlled extraction of the probe from the
muscle in 1 mm increments over a range of 1 cm; this allowed us to image different
fibers within the muscle with a single probe insertion.

In each subject, we inserted the microendoscope probe at 50° of knee flexion,
acquired images at different depths, and then removed the probe. We then rein-
serted the probe within 1 cm of the original insertion with the knee at 110° of
flexion. In 3 subjects, we collected images on two different days. In each subject at
each joint angle, at least 3 different fibers were imaged and their sarcomere lengths
were analyzed.

2.3. Sarcomere length analysis

We determined the mean sarcomere lengths from our images using Matlab
(MathWorks; Natick, MA). We averaged 4 successive images to reduce noise. We
rotated the averaged images to align the fibers vertically. For the rotated image, we
multiplied each pixel column with a Hamming window and performed a one-
dimensional discrete Fourier transform. A bandpass filter was applied to only
preserve feature periods between 2 and 5 μm.We window-averaged power spectra
of adjacent columns to further reduce noise. We then selected a threshold for the
peak power spectrum magnitude in each column normalized by the maximum
power spectrum magnitude in the image to only measure columns that corre-
sponded to sarcomeres by visual inspection. For the remaining columns, we used a
least squares fit of a Gaussian curve to the frequency spectrum to determine the
sarcomere length in each column. The precision of our measurement of mean
sarcomere lengths is in the tens of nanometers because we measure more than 20
serial sarcomeres within our images (Sanchez et al., 2015). We inspected the image
to determine the columns that belonged to the same fiber. The mean sarcomere
length of each fiber was then determined by averaging the measured lengths from
columns belonging to the same fiber, averaging at least 20 columns with a standard
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deviation of less than 0.1 μm. We further adjusted the mean sarcomere length to
account for stretching due to the probe as described below.

We compared sarcomere lengths between knee flexion angles by Fisher's sign
test. We determined sarcomere variability within the muscle from the mean sar-
comere length of different fibers collected from the same subject at the same knee
flexion angle. We used a Fisher's sign test to compare variances across the two knee
flexion angles.

We used the theoretical model of the force–length relationship described by
Gollapudi and Lin (2009) to calculate the force-generating capacity based on sar-
comere lengths, and to estimate sarcomere lengths based on force-generating
capacity reported in previous studies. The theoretical model is based on the sliding
filament model (Gordon et al., 1966) and electron microscopy measurements of
human filaments (Walker and Schrodt, 1974). The plateau extends from 2.64 μm to
2.81 μm, and the ascending limb has a slope of 0.57 units of normalized force per
micrometer starting at 1.7 μm, whereas the descending limb has a slope of �0.70
units of normalized force per micrometer (see Fig. 7 of Gollapudi and Lin (2009)
and Fig. 4a).

2.4. Probe influence determination

To ensure accurate measurements with the microendoscope probe, we char-
acterized the amount of stretch induced in muscle fibers as they curved around the
20-gauge probe following insertion (Fig. 2a). We inserted probes into rat hamstring
muscles and analyzed sarcomere lengths close to and far from the insertion site. All
surgical procedures were approved by the Stanford University Administrative Panel
on Lab Animal Care.

Male Sprague Dawley rats (300–325 g, Charles River Laboratories) were deeply
anesthetized with 5% isoflurane. Under anesthesia, we pinned the legs of the rats at
various joint angles to induce a wide range of stretch in the hind limb muscles. We
then inserted a microendoscope probe into the hamstring muscles in each leg and
transcardially perfused the rat with 4% paraformaldehyde for fixation. After fixa-
tion, we removed the probe. The probe left a visible hole in the muscle, and we
removed sections of muscles around the probe insertion hole.

We used a commercial laser scanning microscope (Prairie Technologies; Mid-
dleton, WI) and a Titanium:Sapphire laser (Chameleon, Coherent; Santa Clara, CA)
providing pulses at 960 nm to image 28 muscle samples. For each muscle section,
we compared sarcomere images from two regions. The first region, called “close,”
was within 250 μm of the probe hole edge and represented sarcomeres within the
imaging distance of the microendoscope probe (within yellow bordered regions in
Fig. 2a and b). The second region, called “far,” was more than 3 mm away from the
insertion hole, where we expect there to be no effect of the probe. For each sample,
we took images from at least four different locations in the “close” region and at
least four locations in the “far” region. We determined the sarcomere lengths in the
images using the same algorithm as described above for human sarcomere images
and averaged together lengths from images from the same region.

We found that sarcomeres close to the insertion site are longer (po0.001, paired
ratio t-test) than sarcomeres far from the insertion site (Fig. 2c). The far measure-
ments were on average 9178% of the close measurements (mean7standard
deviation, n¼28 muscle samples). The average coefficient of variation of the
unperturbed far measurements in the 28 samples was 8.7%. The coefficient of var-
iation of the correction ratio is 9.2%. Considering these similarities, we believe that
1mm
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probe 
hole

Fig. 2. Probe insertion into muscle increases sarcomere lengths. (a) Schematic of a rat m
the probe axis. The yellow border represents a close regionwithin the 250 μm imaging di
than 3 mm away from the probe hole edge. The black square marks the location of (b)
commercial laser scanning microscopy system. The yellow border is the close region. (c) M
from the probe insertion site in n¼28 muscle samples. Far measurements are 9178% th
region), generally falling below the 1:1 dotted line. (For interpretation of the references t
the high-variability in the correction ratio is due to the inherent differences in sar-
comere lengths (O’Connor et al., 2016). Assuming the probe similarly stretches
human muscle fibers, we adjusted our human sarcomere lengths by 91%.
3. Results

We successfully collected in vivo sarcomere images (Fig. 3) and
measured sarcomere lengths and fiber-to-fiber sarcomere length
variability in the vastus lateralis of healthy individuals. Sarcomeres
in the vastus lateralis were longer at 110° of knee flexion than at
50° of knee flexion (p¼0.031). At 50° of knee flexion, the average
resting sarcomere length was 2.8470.16 μm; at 110° flexion, the
average sarcomere length was 3.1770.13 μm (mean7standard
deviation, n¼6 subjects) (Fig. 4a). At 50° of knee flexion, sarco-
mere lengths were near the plateau region of the force–length
curve, with the average sarcomere length corresponding to 98% of
the maximum force-generating capacity. At 110° of knee flexion,
sarcomere lengths were on the descending limb of the force–
length curve, with the average sarcomere length corresponding to
75% of the maximum force-generating capacity (Fig. 4a).

Sarcomere lengths varied substantially between fibers within a
subject's vastus lateralis (see standard deviation error bars in
Fig. 4b). Average standard deviations of sarcomere lengths from
different fibers within a muscle at one joint angle were
0.2170.09 μm, and coefficients of variation were 7.173.4%
(mean7standard deviation of standard deviation or coefficient of
variation, n¼12 muscle positions). Standard deviations of sarco-
mere measurements within muscles were larger (p¼0.031) at 50°
of knee flexion (0.2570.10 μm) than at 110° knee flexion
(0.1770.07 μm, mean7standard deviation of standard deviation,
n¼6 muscles at each knee angle).
4. Discussion

This paper reports the first direct observations of human sar-
comeres at multiple joint angles in a lower extremity muscle. We
found that the resting sarcomeres of the vastus lateralis are near
the plateau of the sarcomere force–length curve at 50° of knee
flexion. Sarcomeres increase in length with knee flexion greater
than 50°, presumably decreasing their active force-generating
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Fig. 3. SHG microendoscopy images of sarcomeres in the vastus lateralis of one subject with the knee at (a) 50° of flexion (average sarcomere length 2.76 μm), showing
2 fibers, and (b) 110° of flexion (average sarcomere length 3.26 μm). Bright regions of the image are myosin-containing bands. Images are low pass filtered and window-and-
level adjusted for presentation. White rectangles outline the length of 10 sarcomeres.

Fig. 4. Sarcomere lengths in the vastus lateralis at 50° and 110° of knee flexion.
(a) Mean (vertical tick) and standard deviation (thick highlighting on curve) of
sarcomere lengths measured in n¼6 subjects in the vastus laterals at 50° and 110°
of knee flexion, plotted with a theoretical force–length curve as described by
Gollapudi and Lin (2009). (b) Mean sarcomere lengths of the vastus lateralis in each
of 6 subjects at 50° and 110° of knee flexion. Standard deviation error bars show the
variation among multiple (n¼3–22) fibers within each subject. The shaded hor-
izontal region represents the plateau of the force–length curve.
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capacity as the sarcomeres traverse the descending limb of the
force–length curve.

Sarcomere lengths of resting muscle, as reported here, are
likely longer than those in active muscle due to stretching of the
tendon and shortening of muscle fibers with activation (Fukunaga
et al., 1997; Ichinose et al., 1997). Ultrasound measurements of the
vastus lateralis tendon estimate the tendon strain to be approxi-
mately 8% during maximum voluntary activation (Stafilidis et al.,
2005), which results in fiber shortening of approximately 10%.
Assuming 10% sarcomere shortening in the vastus lateralis, our
measurements result in maximally active sarcomere lengths of
2.56 mm at 50° and 2.85 mm at 110° of knee flexion. This suggests
that maximally active sarcomeres traverse the plateau of the
force–length curve between these two joint angles. Future
microendoscopy studies in active muscle should investigate the
effects of activation on sarcomere shortening in vivo.

We compared our measurements to sarcomere lengths esti-
mated from previous studies that report normalized force versus
joint angle relationships for the vastus lateralis (Fig. 5a). At 50° of
knee flexion, we measured resting sarcomere lengths longer than
active sarcomere lengths estimated by Herzog et al. (1990) and
Ichinose et al. (1997), but shorter than resting sarcomere lengths
estimated by Arnold et al. (2010). In contrast, at 110° of knee
flexion, we measured sarcomere lengths approximately equal to
those estimated from Herzog et al. (1990) and Ichinose et al.
(1997). The change in sarcomere length with knee flexion mea-
sured by microendoscopy is smaller than predicted by previous
studies (Fig. 5b). We believe this discrepancy to result mainly from
modeling assumptions in previous studies, namely the assumption
that the vastus lateralis has a single moment arm such that all
fibers change in length by the same amount with knee flexion.
Arnold et al. (2010) and Herzog et al. (1990) made this assumption
in developing their musculoskeletal models, and Ichinose et al.
(1997) estimated muscle force from measured joint moments and
assumed a single moment arm for all the knee extensors. Our
results suggest that the force-generating capacity is more constant
across that range of motion than has been previously estimated.

Previous studies support the theory that fibers within a muscle
change length by different amounts with joint flexion. Blemker and
Delp (2006) reported that simple muscle models of the rectus
femoris and vastus intermedius, which assume that a muscle has
the samemoment arm for all fibers, overestimate changes in muscle
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fiber lengths with knee flexion compared to three-dimensional
models of muscle architecture and mechanics. They theorize that
the overestimation is due to the omission of complex architectural
features in simple models. The vastus lateralis originates from a
wide region of the femur and inserts to long tendon on the lateral
side of the patella (Bardeen, 1921). These complex architectural
features likely cause different fibers to change length by different
amounts with knee flexion. Indeed, Visser and Hoogkamer (1990)
found that the medial fibers of the vastus lateralis have a larger
moment arm than the lateral fibers, suggesting that simple models
may not accurately represent changes in fiber lengths and thus
produce errors in estimating sarcomere lengths.

The measured change in sarcomere lengths in the vastus
lateralis between 50° and 110° of knee flexion is comparable with
the change in fascicle length observed via ultrasound. Fukunaga
et al. (1997) measured a 14% increase in fascicle length in resting
muscle between these two joint angles. We measured an increase
in mean sarcomere length of 12%. A 14% increase in mean sarco-
mere length measured in this study at 50° would result in a length
within one standard deviation of our mean measured at 110°.

We observed variation of sarcomere lengths among fibers in
the vastus lateralis. Prior studies hypothesized that sarcomere
length variation among fibers may broaden the force–length
relationship of the whole muscle as different sarcomeres reach
optimal length at different muscle lengths (Herzog and ter Keurs,
1988). We found that sarcomere variability decreased with greater
knee flexion, perhaps because as the vastus lateralis is stretched,
the increased passive tension in the muscle increases sarcomere
length uniformity. The variability we observed among fibers of the
vastus lateralis (standard deviation of 0.21 μm) is of similar mag-
nitude to the variability within a muscle fiber of the extensor carpi
radialis brevis (0.20 μm) reported by Cromie et al. (2013).

Resting sarcomeres cannot shorten below the length at which
passive tension starts. While the slack length of the whole vastus
lateralis muscle is unknown, previous studies in various human
muscle fibers have found slack sarcomere lengths from 2.06 to
2.39 μm (Boakes et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2009b). In comparison,
we measured the average sarcomere lengths of 2.84 μm at 50°
flexion, suggesting that the sarcomeres studied here were likely
under passive tension.

The theoretical model for the force–length relationship used to
predict the force generating capacity of sarcomeres (see Fig. 4b)
differs from experimental results, which show a wider plateau and
less steep slopes for the ascending and descending limbs of the of
the force–length relationship (Gollapudi and Lin, 2009). Such an
effect further diminishes the change in force-generating capacity
of sarcomeres with joint angle, indicating that a better under-
standing of the force–length relationship is required for more
accurate estimation of force-generating capacity.

In this study, we directly measured sarcomere lengths and
sarcomere length variability among fibers in the human vastus
lateralis at two knee angles, demonstrating the use of SHG
microendoscopy in understanding a muscle's force-generating
capacity range. As this technique is capable of imaging individual
fibers, future studies may investigate how complex muscle
features and regional differences affect sarcomere length and
variability, leading to more accurate biomechanical models.
Intraoperative studies have provided valuable insight into sarco-
mere lengths in muscle contracture (Mathewson et al., 2015;
Pontén et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2011), and SHG imaging of muscle
biopsies has been used to assess muscle diseases (Liu et al., 2013;
Plotnikov et al., 2008). Our microendoscopy technique provides a
less invasive method for measuring sarcomere lengths in a variety
of muscles and patients without surgery, and for collecting valu-
able SHG images in real time in the sarcomeres' native environ-
ment. This technique will expand our understanding of muscle
force-generating capacity in both healthy and diseased subjects,
enabling new diagnoses and interventions for disease.
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